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In 1929, Z. N. Matveyev published the first work entirely devoted to
Balhae history in Russia (the former USSR). An Assistant Professor at
the Far Eastern State University in Vladivostok, Matveyev summarized
all knowledge about the Balhae state accumulated in works by the
Russian orientalists: translations from Chinese historical records by N.
Ya. Bichurin, and from Japanese chronicles by D. M. Pozdneyev and E.
G. Egerman. Matveyev also included the basic data about Balhae
contained in the “Balhae narratives” 渤海傳 and in “the old and new
Histories of Tang dynasty” 舊唐書、新唐書. Despite several inaccuracies
and obvious mistakes, this work represents a serious achievement in
Russian Balhae studies that provided the basis for further works on
Balhae, especially for the work of A. P. Okladnikov. Z. N. Matveyev
relied extensively on the work of 19th- and 20th-Century Far Eastern
archaeologists and students of local lore – F. F. Busse, L. A. Krapotkin,
A. Z. Fyodorov, V. K. Arsenyev, and the noted orientalist Pallady
Kafarov. Those scholars identified many ancient towns in Primorski
Territory as Balhae sites. However, those identifications proved
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hypothetical without later confirmation.
Actually, archaeological research on Balhae in the south of the
Russian Far East started in the 1850s. A. P. Oklafnikov’s publication of
Japanese archaeological research on Balhae’s supreme capital at
Dongjingcheng 東京城渤海上京城址 provided Soviet archaeologists with
reference data for the identification of Balhae sites in the Far East
[Okladnikov 1957]. The investigation of Balhae sites near Ussuriysk
described in A. P. Okladnikov’s “Distant past of Primorye” (1959)
preceded new discoveries in the 1960s by E. V. Shavkunov: the
excavation of Abrikosovsky temple in the Ussurisk district, investigation
of the ancient town at Kraskinskoye in the Khasansky district, and the
finding of the Balhae archaeological layer in the ancient town at
Novogordeyevskoye in the Anuchinsky district. Thus, E. V. Shavkunov
gained the priority of discoveries and scientific proof for the presence of
Balhae sites in the territory of Primorye. His book, “The Balhae State
and the Remains of Balhae Culture in Primorye” (1968), represents the
first domestic work that links archaeological data with historical records.
In the 1970s and 1980s L. Ye. Semenichenko and V. I. Boldin
continued the research on Balhae sites in the Primorski region started by
E. V. Shavkunov. The excavation of Balhae cultural sites in the valleys of
the Arsenyevka and Ilistaya rivers (the ancient town and settlement of
Novogordeyevskoye, the ancient towns of Nikolayevskoye-1 and
Nikolayevskoye-2) distinguished early and late stages of Balhae
development and identified the presence of local variants (Boldin,
Semenichenko 1978). In 1980s V. I. Boldin conducted excavations at the
ancient town of Novogordeyevskoye, at the Korsakovskoye-1 settlement
in the Ussurisk district, and at the Konstantinovskoye-1 settlement in
Oktiabrsky district; the latter site revealed the first dwellings with a kang
炕 heating system found in the region (Boldin at all 1990). The
excavations at Novogordeyevskoye allowed the more exact attribution of
layers and constructions to the Balhae and to the epoch of Jin Empire
金代 (Boldin, Ivliev 1989). From the 1960s through the 1980s, the results
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fig.1 Map of archaeological sites of Balhae

of research on the Balhae in the Primorski region, as well as current ideas
about the Balhae state and its role in the history of the Russian Far East
appeared in the collective monograph titled “The Balhae State and Tribes
of the Russian Far East,” by the Sector of Archaeology of Medieval
States of the Institute of History, Archaeology and Ethnography of
Peoples of the Far East FEBRAS (1994).
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The 1990s began a new era of Balhae studies in the Primorski
region that focused on the discovery of Balhae graves and regular
excavations at Kraskinskoye by the Kraskinskiy archaeological group
under V. I. Boldin. Actually begun in 1980, excavations at the ancient
town of Kraskinskoye (a center of the Yanzhou circuit in the Eastern
capital of Balhae 渤海東京鹽州), proved of great importance for research
on Balhae in Russia because they provide new data and classic Balhae
materials comparable with materials of other sites. Like no other site in
the Primorski region, close to the center of the Balhae state, the remains
of the Balhae Eastern capital Longyuanfu 龍原府 lie only 50-70km from
the ancient town of Baliancheng 八連城. Excavations here found a
Buddhist temple complex surrounded by a wall with a stone base. This
complex included a main temple platform with the remains of a tiled
roof, the basement of a building constructed earlier, a square stone
foundation constructed like a bell tower, the remains of tile firing kilns, a
stone well, an underground chamber with walls made of tiles. A dwelling
with a kang heating system occupies the upper construction horizon
beyond the wall of temple complex. One of the most interesting findings
– a vessel typical for the Kitan people 契丹 – indicates a short-term
presence here of the Kitan, who conquered Balhae in 926 [Gelman at al.
2000; Boldin at al. 2001]. A cross-section of the town’s wall shows an
inner and outer wall built with stone blocks, and a space between them
filled with earth. Judging by the data of other Balhae towns in the
Primorski region, the stone walls appear typical of fortifications in
ancient Balhae here (Ivliev at al. 1998). The ancient town of
Kraskinskoye contains a layer of archaeological deposits about 2m thick,
including not less than three construction horizons formed during about
200 years of the town’s existence; this site allows the study of Balhae
culture over a dynamic evolution from early to late stages. Thus,
Kraskinskoye provided the basic data for the periodization of Balhae tiles
elaborated by E. I. Gelman (Gelman 2003).
By the mid-1990s, researchers found and excavated five Buddhist
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temples of the Balhae epoch in the Primorski region. In addition to the
Kraskino temple they include: Kopytinsky, Abrikosovsky, Borisovsky
and Korsakovsky in the Ussurisk district. Researchers differ greatly in
their dating of these temples. Thus, based on the typology of tile end-disk
decorations E. V. Shavkunov dated Kopytinsky temple to the first half of
the 8th Century, and the Abrikosovsky temple to the middle or second
half of 8th Century. He considered the tile of Borisovsky temple to be
earlier than the tile of the Abrikosovsky temple, and later than that of the
Kopytinsky temple (Shavkunov 1996: 140-141). However, based on the
specific features of the roof-ridge ornament shape and decoration –
chiwen 鴟吻 – I. V. Kolzunov concluded that the Abrikosovsky temple
dates to the epoch of Liao dynasty (10th- 12th Century) [Kolzunov 1996].
In his publication of Borisovsky temple materials that he unearthed in
1972, V. E. Medvedev considers this the earliest temple in a succession
of Primorian temples as follows: Borisovsky – Kopytinsky –
Korsakovsky – Abrikosovsky – Kraskinsky. He supposes a big time lapse
between the first three temples and last two [Medvedev 1998: 461-462].
Notably, tiles of Zuzhou 祖州 attributed by E. V. Shavkunov to the same
type as the Abrikosovsky temple tiles come from the 10 th Century
Zuzhou town ruins built at the mausoleum of the first Kitan Emperor
Yelü Abaoji 耶律 阿保機. Undoubtedly made in the Balhae tradition by
Balhae artisans transferred there, but not possibly earlier than 926, these
tiles indicates the uncertainty of dating the Abrikosovsky temple tiles to
the 8th Century. Also, based on the evolution Balhae convex tile ends, and
the stratigraphy of Kraskinskoye, E. I. Gelman supposes the following
succession for Buddhist temples: Kopytinsky – Abrikosovsky –
Borisovsky – Korsakovsky, with some simultaneous constructions at
ancient Kraskinskoye (Gelman 2003). Obviously, new dating materials
will result in more accurate dating of the Buddhist temples.
Excavations indicate that the mountain fortress Sinelnikovo-1 in the
Oktiabrsky district, together with the nearby Cherniatino-5 burial
ground, represent the only two sites in which the Balhae layer covers the
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Malgal 靺鞨 (ch. Malgal) culture layer in the Primorski region [Boldin
2001; Gelman at al. 1999; Boldin at al.1998]. Excavation of the ancient
town of Gorbatka in the Mikhailovsky district revealed a series of Bohei
epoch construction horizons (Gelman at al. 2001; Gelman 2002),
including a stone well and several dwellings with kang. New materials of
Balhae culture were also obtained during
Excavations of the ancient town of Maryanovskoye in the Kirovsky
district, the Abrikosovskoye settlement and temple site in the Ussurisk
district,and the Aurovskoye mountain fortress in the Anuchinsky district,
also obtained new Balhae culture materials (Shavkunov E. V., Shavkunov
V. E. 1998; Gelman 1998; Shavkunov 1997; Shavkunov 1998;
Shavkunov, Gelman 2002). The last site listed produced Balhae culture
materials of the post-Balhae epoch.
Cherniatino-5 burial ground represents the first ancient cemetery
which without any doubt can be attributed to Balhae culture in the
Primorski region (Nikitin, Gelman 2002). To date, excavations reveal
160 graves in ground pits, in pits with stone pavement, and in stone
chambers at this burial ground. Most graves contain the remains of
cremations performed outside the site; however, some graves contain
un-cremated bodies. Archeologists calculate relative, and partly absolute
chronologies for the Cherniatino-5 graves. According to C14 dating, the
earliest graves belong to the late 5th and early 6th Centuries, with the
latest burial ground materials attributed to the 10 th Century (Nikitin,
Gelman 2002; Nikitin, Jung Sokbae 2005). The graves of Cherniatino-5
closely resemble the burial grounds of Balhae central lands in the
territory of Jilin 吉林省 province. With the discovery in 2003 of a similar
stone-chamber grave near Kraskinskoye (Nikitin, Usuki 2004), added
another Balhae cemetery to the only one already known in the Primorski
region at Cherniatino.
The accumulation of new Balhae culture materials creates a
practical problem of distinguishing between the cultures of tribes that
inhabited the periphery of the Balhae state. In the 1960s, based on the
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work of prominent Chinese historian Jin Yufu 金毓黻, E. V. Shavkunov
placed about one half of Balhae provinces (府) in the Primorye region,
and stretched the north-east border of the Balhae state to the lower
reaches of the Amur river (Shavkunov 1968). However, the distribution
of typical Balhae culture materials and modern researches of historical
geography (Dongbei lishi dili 東北歷史地理) do not support the drawing
of Balhae borders so far to north and east. According to modern research,
the Primorye region certainly contained only two of all provinces and
circuits described in the “Balhae narrative” of the “New History of the
Tang dynasty”: Shuaibin province 率賓府 in the Valley of Razdolnaya
River, and the Yanzhou circuit of the eastern capital Longyuanfu in the
southern part of Khasansky district. Most probably, the ancient town of
Dachengzi 大城子 now in Dongning county 東寧縣 of Heilongjiang
province 黑龍江省, served as the central town in ancient Shuaibin
province (Zhang Taixiang 1981). On the whole, in the 9th Century, the
Balhae territory in the east reached the shore of Japan Sea in the southern
part of the Primorye Region; the northern Korea peninsula; and farther in
the north-east it included the upper reaches of the Ussuri River, where the
ancient town of Maryanovskoye remains the most northern Balhae site.
Researchers revised their attribution of the Novogordeyevskoye
settlement in the Anuchinsky district, which rather than Balhae, now
appears as the southernmost site of Pokrovskaya culture in the Ussuri
River Basin (Gelman 2002a). The discovery in Nikolayevskoye of a
bronze tally shaped like a fish and inscribed with the designation “Left
commander of the Valiant Guards Nieliji” (Shavkunov 1989) appears
significant in light of problems in delineating the border between Balhae
and the surrounding tribes. Tallies of this type commonly appear in the
Tang (618-907), the Five Dynasties (907-959), and sometimes in the
Liao (916-1125) epochs. The name “Valiant Guards” also occurs in the
Tang epoch. The Tang court granted this very position of “Great Left
commander of Valiant Guards” to the first ruler of Balhae. Furthermore,
Da Menyi, the brother of the second Balhae ruler Da Wuyi, received the
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title of “Left commander of Valiant Guards” after he fled to the Tang.
Malgal chiefs who arrived in Tang missions often received military
positions in the Guards through the presentation of a small bag
containing fish tally. Names with a final “ji” appear among the names of
Malgal tribal envoys to Tang. One might plausibly argue that “Nieliji”
was not a Balhae commander, but a Malgal chief awarded the position of
“Left commander of Valiant Guards” while at the Tang court on a mission.
In other words, at that time the borders of Balhae did not include the
Partizansk River, where lies the ancient town of Nikolayevskoye.
On the basis of current archeological data, Y. G. Nikitin and E. I.
Gelman consider the problems of dynamic change on the north-eastern
borders of Balhae, and the center-periphery relations of the Balhae state,
in their collective monograph: “Russian Far East in ancient and Medieval
epochs: discoveries, problems, hypothesis” (2005). Based on historical
records and materials from various archeological sites in the Primorye
region, Y. G. Nikitin distinguishes three stages of Balhae territorial
expansion. He also attributes many ancient towns of the central, eastern
and north-eastern Primorye region to tribes that inhabited the Balhae
border.
Based on detailed analysis of trade exchange (such as sea products,
and porcelain and glazed ceramic ware), the organization of tile and
ceramic production, and certain tile and ceramic features, E. I. Gelman
divides relations into central, semi-peripheral and peripheral zones.
Understanding of the sources of Balhae culture and the nature of
relations between Balhae and the surrounding tribes of the Heuksu
Malgal 黑水靺鞨 (Ch. Heishui Mohe) community requires study of the
Malgal culture that preceded co-existed simultaneously with Balhae
culture. In works focused mainly on the Amur region, A. P. Okladnikov,
E. I. Derevianko, O. V. Dyakova, S. P. Nesterov developed the basis for
modern concepts of Malgal culture in the Russian Far East. Base on
Malgal ceramics from the Amur region, O. V. Dyakova distinguished
several groups of Malgal sites: Blagoslovenninskaya, Mikhailovskaya,
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Naifeldskaya, Troitskaya, and Gladkovskaya (Dyakova 1984).
Researchers today consider these groups as variants of Malgal culture,
except for the Mikhailovskaya group, which represents a separate
culture. In a monograph on Malgal sites in the Primorye Region, O. V.
Dyakova characterizes the ceramics of these sites according to groups
distinguished in the Amur region (Dyakova 1998). However, detailed
research of Malgal pottery in the Primorye region demonstrates a lack of
sufficient similarity with the Amur region groups. Ya. E. Piskareva
distinguishes between seven local groups of Malgal pottery from the
Primorye region with certain chronological differences (Russian Far
East… 2005: 419-438). The Balhae sites contain at least three quite
different traditions of Malgal pottery production characterized by
“different technological approaches, original morphology and
decoration” which present “evidence of (the) different composition of
population at these sites” (Russian Far East… 2005: 426).
Results of archaeological research at the Balhae sites in the
Primorye region still fail to provide much data for the reconstruction of
the Balhae social system, though differences between graves at the
Cherniatino-5 burial ground – from simple ground pits up to stone
chambers – and also the hierarchy of organization of tile and pottery
production at Balhae sites (Russian Far East… 2005: 492-509) constitute
first steps in this direction. N. N. Kradin analyses the characteristics of
Balhae society based on data from the historical records (Kradin 1990;
Balhae state… 1994: 46-52). He concludes that the Balhae state achieved
“early class formation in which the leading form of exploitation was
taxation of ordinary members of community” (Balhae state… 1994:
200). He concludes that the early Balhae state probably formed in the
reign of Dae Heummu 大欽茂 (Balhae state… 1994: 48). At the same
time, N.N.Kradin notes the dynamics of Balhae social development: at
first Balhae society only distinguished between two groups – rulers
(elders, including the royal clan) and the ruled, but after the 8th Century,
society became more hierarchical: the king and his family – officials –
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and the immediate producers (members of the community and various
dependent categories) (Balhae state… 1994: 52). Later, N. N. Kradin
confirmed his previous view of Balhae as an early state which developed
in the direction to Oriental Despotism (Russian Far East… 2005: 442).
He also noted a relation between “Bokli kagana,t” mentioned in Turkic
epitaphs, and the first Malgal state (Kradin 2005).
Russian scholars also touch on the question of Balhae origins the
nature of Balhae history. Many works express the most common opinion
that the Malgal people founded the Balhae state with participation by
some people from the former Goryeo state. After the collapse of Balhae,
the Kitan transferred the Balhae people to North China and Inner
Mongolia; the Balhae people fled to the Goryeo state and became part of
Jurchen tribes. Balhae history belongs to the history of East Asia and the
history of states which now divide the ancient lands of Balhae – China,
Korea and Russia. Professor E. V. Shavkunov rejected both the Chinese
conception of Balhae as a simple local administration of the Tang
dynasty, and the popular Korean view of Balhae as the exclusive domain
of Korean history (Shavkunov 1992; Shavkunov 1993). At the same
time, based on archaeological data he pointed out that Balhae played an
extremely important role in the history of Korea (Shavkunov 1997a).
However, some recent Russian specialists in Korean studies include Balhae
as a part of Korean history in their works (Tolstokulakov 2002: 66-67).
In conclusion, although language barriers limit most Russian
studies of Balhae culture to an archaeological approach, progress in the
excavation of Balhae sites in the Russian Far East continues to produce
significant new knowledge of Balhae history, culture and economy.
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